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Abstract

The use of terminology in reporting Islam has been one of the major concerns of many scholars and religious experts in recent years. Specifically, the media’s selection of words to describe Islam attracts attention of many righteous people. Words such as extremist, terrorist, militant, insurgent are mostly used to describe Muslims. This indicates the need to explore how the media particularly newspapers use terminology in reporting Islam, since people rely on the media for news and information. The present study focuses on content analysis of terminology used to describe Islam in selected Nigerian and Malaysian English newspapers. Two different divisions of sampling procedure were employed; sampling for the newspapers and sampling for related articles in the newspapers. The study used purposive sampling to gather data. Punch and Vanguard were chosen from Nigeria while The Star and New Straits Times were chosen from Malaysia based on their popularity and readership. Meanwhile, an internet-based search for news articles on Islam was performed. The aim was to locate the news articles relating to Islam in the selected newspapers. Articles between November 2015 and September 2016 were selected. Any article that focuses upon reporting Islam or Muslims fulfills the inclusion criteria. The content of each article was examined and read for relevance. The newspapers produced 599 different Islam-related articles within this period. The study found that 260 different Islam-related terms appeared in the selected newspapers. But Malaysian newspapers used more (200) of these terms than Nigerian newspapers, which used only 60. However, the most frequently used Islam-related term in the selected newspapers is “Islamist militants” which appeared 60 times, followed by “radical Islam” and “Islamist attacks”, which came second and third respectively. It was found that these words were used in negative context. It is therefore recommended that journalists should make an effort to understand clear connotation of the terminology they use, and use them properly. Newspapers should mind the use of terms in order to avoid creating negative perception toward Islam.
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1. Introduction

The world, particularly the Middle East and some other countries, is currently in a quandary of terrorism and events so sanguinary that draw attention of many righteous people. This is because the masses could be left susceptible to the messages disseminated via the media against Islam. Since the attacks of the World Trade Centre on September 11, 2001 in the U.S, much media attention has focused on Islam as a disruption in the global order. It should be noted that every newspaper has a particular way of describing the perpetrators, and particular newspaper may be using the terms more than others, although other similar terms can be used within the same article. The use of any of these terms may have the desired effect of turning the reader’s attention toward a particular idea or phenomenon. It would not be an overstatement to say that in many people’s minds the use of the terms would simply have reinforced negative stereotypes regardless of the context of the articles. Frequent use of the terms definitely reinforces previously held prejudices and fears about Islam and Muslims. Such terms are used in authoritative tones by some journalists who have no idea of their accurate connotation. In fact, several words and phrases that are offensive and pejorative to Muslims have become part of media language (Ahmad, 2006; Thussu, 2011).

Pertaining to the relationship between media and Islam, studies (Haque, 2012; Allen, 2001; Said, 2000) pointed out that Islam is often associated with extremism, terrorism, and fundamentalism through selection of words to
describe Islam. The power of words can never be overemphasized, and therefore how they are being used particularly in the written communication matters greatly. It can be argued that print media continues to play a vital role in the way people perceive religion, and journalists bear a great responsibility in the use of misleading terms such as extremist, fundamentalist, fanatic and terrorist in reporting religion (Allen, 2001). This indicates the need to explore how the media particularly newspapers use terminology in reporting Islam, since people rely on the media for news and information. In sum, the media, particularly newspapers report Islam using terms such as “Muslim terrorist” or “Muslim extremist” which can be associated with certain thoughts that are predominant in the audience’s mind set. Nouns or adjectives like “terrorist”, used in conjunction with Islam or Muslims might create certain connotation (Thompson, 2013).

Much communication literature proposes that news does not merely disseminate facts on a topic, but also serves as a source through which ideology is conveyed. Researchers pointed out that this can be identified in newspaper articles through choice of words to depict a party involved in a particular event; Islam in the case of this study (Allen, 2001; Abbas, 2001; Moore et al., 2008; Thussu, 2011; Schneider, 2011; Ridouani, 2011; Haque, 2012; Baker et al., 2013; Allen, 2014; Wariboko, 2015). Hence the present study aims to comparatively determine the most frequently used terms in reporting Islam, particularly in Nigerian and Malaysian newspapers; and examine the context in which the terms are used.

1.1 The Use of Terminology in Reporting Islam

News media content is dominated by terms such as Islamist terrorists, Islamist extremists, Islamist militants, Islamist insurgents, and Islamist gunmen who may or may not be Muslims. Rane et al. (2014) clarified that the media’s preoccupation with the extremes in the Muslim world prevents any awareness of typical Muslim life and offers legitimacy to terrorists, who may or may not be Muslims, as representatives of Islam. Accordingly, those who rely on the mass media for understanding Islam are likely to gain a view of the complete image, or even the main image portrayed in the media. The statements and actions of a minority of Muslims are considered newsworthy and dominate the popular generosity of Islam. Moore et al. (2008) found that the language used in reporting Islam reflects the negative context in which they tend to appear. Muslims are often identified simply as Muslims rather than individuals or groups with distinct identities; they were not identified in terms of their jobs or professions. Akbarzadeh & Smith (2005) pointed out that international events that implicate Muslims and Islam do not necessarily discuss “Muslims” and “Islam” in their reporting, but rather use particular terminology such as “Islamic terrorism”, “jihad”, and “Muslim fanatics” to describe and contextualize the type of violence being carried out.

The manner in which language is utilized in media discourse on Islam needs serious attention. Even prior to 9/11, Muslims were already disappointed with the media’s persistent usage of sensationalist terminology such as “Islamic terrorists” and “Muslim fundamentalists”. The observed “double standards” in relation to western foreign policy intended for Muslims were perceived to be facilitated through language. Meanings of terms such as “fundamentalism” and “terrorism” were hardly questioned in the news media. Nevertheless, terms such as “democracy” and “freedom fighters” hold highly political and subjective meanings, but are infrequently used in circumstances that support interests of Muslims (Ahmad, 2006).

Other terms such as “moderate Islam” or “moderate Muslims” have been extensively criticized in the literature. Jacobsen et al. (2012) argued that when moderate Muslims appeared in the media, it is likely to be in articles on extremism, where a difference is indirectly made between the liberal, moderate, modern Muslims and the extremist, Islamist, and traditional Muslims. In this case, the moderate Muslims become the good people that are on “our” side in the fight against extremism, which means the rest of the Muslims are instinctively considered as terrorists. In a similar vein, Baker et al. (2013) asserted that terms like “moderate Muslim” could imply that many Muslims are not moderate. Schneider (2011) went on stressing that if the typical Muslim believes in a moderate Islam, then what is the “usual Islam”? This predication strategy assigns the “usual Islam” the feature of being non-moderate. Here the “non-moderate” is equivalent to extreme, which leads to a cognitive model in which the concepts of Islam and Islamism or militancy are intensely interrelated, and Islam as such is regarded as inclined to extremism. Abbas (2015) noted that “extremism” is a result of marginalized voices unable to find expression in the social world. It applies as much to Muslims as it does to other disaffected groups in societies.

In addition to the aforecited terms, concept of jihad is generally misunderstood (Nayan, 2017). In this regard, Kukah (2011) held that if he had not seen how his faithful Muslim friends lived and used pen for jihad, he would have believed that jihad is all about violence. In the words of Wariboko (2015), terrorism cannot be considered synonymous to Islamic jihad. The author noted that whenever jihad is mentioned, most non-Muslims assume it is synonymous with violence against non-Muslims. But Islamic jihad does not signify violence as many
non-Muslims erroneously believe. The concept of *Jihad*, which has undergone a series of deformations, has been stripped from its religious and spiritual meaning. This means that the media shortened *Jihad* to a mere act of terrorism, which has completely changed its connotation. The word *Jihad* can refer to “refraining from wrongdoing” or “struggling to up-bring family”, but it only refers to defense and never an attack when used as “holy war” (Ridouani, 2011). In this regard, the juxtaposition between the Islamic values and violence is a distortion of facts that is mainly initiated by the society’s ignorance about Islam. Muslim words like *jihad* have been completely seized into general journalistic vocabulary and have been capitalized with new negative connotation. Unfortunately, its new journalistic connotation signifies violence (Abbas, 2001).

In addition, an Islamist is a Muslim who wants predominantly Muslim state to be managed according to Islamic law. But the word “Islamist” is mostly used to refer to an armed Muslim, militant, radical, and extremist. In Islam, there is no separation between the state and religion, but political Islam is described as undesirable. The word “Islamism” is used synonymously with militant Islam, radical Islam, political Islam (Ali et al., 2008). The vagueness of terms used to describe Muslims has a very framing consequence. The lack of clear definitions results in the tendency of identifying Muslims with Islamists and Islam with Islamism. In fact, both are perceived to be closely related, which accordingly results in marginalization of Muslims.

Words such as “Islamists”, “extremist” and “radical” are regularly used in headlines across all forms of the media. They create certain impression and a tendency to view all Islamic movements as originating from the same root and as being equally violent. These words affirm the fear that a perceived “Islamic threat” prevails in the media. In most cases, the media use the words like “Islamists” to refer to insurgents. Maybe “Islamist” is another name used for a terrorist, but the word “terrorism” has no the word “Islamic” in its definition. Wariboko (2015) posited that non-Muslims must understand that just as the followers of other religions are obviously misguided and cannot be considered as representative their religions, terrorists should also not be considered as Muslims, hence the adjective “Islamic” should not be used to qualify terrorists even though they claim to be Muslims. Generally, religion should not be used to identify those who involve in violent acts.

Also the dominant topic existing throughout narratives produced by the print media is related to the concept of “Islamic fundamentalism” (Abbas, 2001). The term “Muslim fundamentalism” is now used defectively as a label to designate every movement with a religious Islamic signature. The term is vague, but it is extensively used in the media (Shadid & Van Koningsveld, 2002). According to Schneider (2011), the term “Muslim fundamentalist” suggests a much stronger relation between Muslims and “Islamist extremists” than the word “Islamist” does. In addition, news reporters mostly distort the proper meaning of the term “fundamentalism”. Its religious connotation refers to adherence to religious doctrine as it is. If the term means a typical and accepted way of worshiping God, then why should it be otherwise in the media? It seems the term “fundamentalism” is exclusively related and even restricted to Islam and Muslims. When the media apply “fundamentalism” to Islam and Muslims, it is mostly stripped from its literal connotation and granted an extremism and terrorism connotation (Ridouani, 2011).

Ali et al. (2009) also pointed out that a variety of phrases have been applied and associated with Islam. These phrases include “Islamic militant from Pakistan”, “Pakistan backed Muslim rebels”, “Islamic terrorist training camp”, and “Islamic fundamentalist theme”. Muslims are identified as a social grouping based on their faith and religious practices. Emphasis is usually placed on their Muslim identity rather than nationality, race and ethnicity. In this regard, Ali, et al. (2008) raised an important question—is it necessary to identify those who commit violent acts with their religion?—expatiating that there are various terrorists of all types all over the world. But Muslims who involve in violent acts are mostly identified with their religion, discounting other social or political factors that could be in play (Nanabawa, 2013).

### 1.2 Theoretical Approach

This study is based on McCombs & Saw’s (1972) Agenda Setting theory which focuses on media presentation of issues according to their agenda (Potter, 2012). The basic assumption of this theory is that the media create a particular image of reality whether consciously or unconsciously, and then confront the audience on a daily basis with issues that are important according to the media. As a result of omission of certain issues and emphasis on others, a particular way for the audience to think about reality is established (Fourie, 2001). Nonetheless, McQuail (1987) argued that despite various studies conducted on Agenda Setting theory, there is still insufficient evidence to indicate causal relationship between the public's ordering of priorities and the order of prominence placed on issues in the news media. Understanding the wider world has been attributed to effective use of information disseminated through the media, especially in the digital age of communication. But the direction, nature and extent of this influence remain a source of disagreement (Okwuchukwu, 2014).
The theory enables construction of societal beliefs and dissemination of values and devalues of a particular topic. People’s attention is shifted away from immediate effects on attitudes and opinions to long-term effects on cognitions. Newspapers offer cues about the salience of issues in the daily news, such as in lead story on page one, other front page display, and large headlines. By repeating these cues day after day, the newspapers effectively communicate the importance of each issue. In this case, how much importance attached to an issue depends on the emphasis placed on it in the news (Okwuchukwu, 2014). According to Folarin (1998), there are four elements associated with agenda-setting—the extent or frequency of reporting, the degree of conflict generated by the reports, the level of prominence attributed to the issue, and the collective media-specific effect over time. The ability of media to raise the importance of an issue in the public's mind depends on these elements. Based on Agenda Setting theory, it can be argued that using these terms on a daily basis may influence people’s perception about Islam. Wariboko (2015) also opined that a clear demarcation should be made between Muslims and terrorists who commit violent acts in the name of religion.

2. Method

This study used content analysis to compare the use of terminology in selected Nigerian and Malaysian newspapers. Gardner et al (2008) noted that comparative analysis is proven to be the best way not only to help explain certain phenomena occurring in different countries, but also to clarify issues relating to one country by comparing them to similar issues in other countries. Dart & Allen (2000) also noted that one way to analyze charges of unfairness and preconceived notion in news reporting is to choose a particular issue and compare how various news organizations have handled the subject. Newspapers are the focus of this study as newspaper readers have a reasonable control level over their news consumption since they can attend to news at any time, as posited by Soroka (2002). The researcher chooses content analysis as it centers on media message characteristics, and allows researchers to understand social reality in a subjective but scientific manner. Content analysis enables researchers to measure the content of texts by examining the statistic occurrence of defined units such as arguments or terms (Neuendorf, 2002; Langer, 1997). Cissel (2012) also noted that content analysis allows for the comparison of possible agenda setters’ bias of events.

2.1 Sampling Procedures

Two different divisions of sampling procedure were used; sampling for the newspapers and sampling for related articles in the newspapers. The study employed purposive sampling for the newspapers and articles included in the analysis. Purposive sampling refers to a form of non-probability sampling in which decisions concerning the elements to be included in the sample are taken by the researcher (Palys, 2008). Two national newspapers with highest readership were chosen from each country. Punch and Vanguard were chosen from Nigeria while The Star and New Straits Times were chosen from Malaysia. Nigerian and Malaysian newspapers were selected simply on the basis of both sharing similarities from religious and media perspectives in many ways. Both newspapers can be historically traced to the colonial era under British colonial masters, and the countries are to a large extent English speaking. They are Muslim majority countries, having had earlier contact with Islam. It would be interesting to see how newspapers in Muslim majority countries use terminology in reporting Islam (Ridgeon 2013; Saidu 2014).

Regarding news articles, sample was collected from November 2015 until September 2016. This period represents current scenario in the newspaper coverage of Islam, within which related events are happening around the globe. This time frame was chosen to make the data into manageable size for analysis. Considering the large number of articles, a sampling procedure was used to generate a reasonable number of articles for inclusion in the study. Rather than selecting a simple random sample of articles, a purposive sample was used. This procedure helps generate samples more representative and suitable for the study. Purposive sampling is superior to simple random sampling because of its more adequate representation. It enables researchers to select a sample based on the purpose of the study.

2.2 Data Collection Technique

The researchers conducted an internet-based search for news articles on Islam. The aim was to locate the news articles relating to Islam in the selected newspapers. The articles were accessed from the respective digital archives of the newspapers. The search method was to type the words “Islam” and “Muslims” as keywords. Any article that focus upon report about Islam or Muslims fulfills the inclusion criteria. The researchers selected articles that touched on issues directly related to Islam. Each article in the original sample was read for relevance. Only straight news and feature news stories were chosen for analysis.
2.3 Coding Procedures

According to Neuendorf (2002), all decisions on variables, their measurement and coding rules must be made before the observations begin. Coding characteristics in the present study included the use of terminology, which consist of expressions of words or compound words. This is because image of Islam can be communicated through the use of language, and that the discourse in news articles should be analyzed in terms of the textual and contextual elements of the texts (Schneider, 2011). Terminology refers to words and compound words or multi-word expressions that in specific contexts are given specific meanings. Terms may deviate from the meanings the same words have in other contexts and in everyday language. At the preliminary stage of coding the data in the present study, all the selected articles, terminological expressions such as Islamist terrorist, Islamist militants, Islamist insurgents were identified using AntConc software, and then each word was searched independently to determine its frequency. AntConc is a corpus analysis toolkit and multi-platform application that include powerful concordancer, word and keyword frequency generators, tools for cluster and lexical bundle analysis (Anthony, 2005). It allows researchers to identify words or group of words that may not necessarily be identified when reading by human beings. Cross-tabulation was used in comparing the news articles, taking into consideration the Islam-related terms used in the selected newspapers. It is a joint frequency distribution of cases based on two or more categorical variables (Michael, 2001).

3. Findings and Discussion

The newspapers produced different amounts of articles within the aforementioned period. Nigerian newspapers produced 247 articles while Malaysian newspapers produced 352 articles. The overall of 599 Islam-related articles were analyzed. The aim was to determine the most frequently used Islam-related terms in the newspapers, and examine the context in which the terms were used. To identify the most frequently used Islam-related terms in the articles published by the newspapers, the overall number of the articles (N=599) were imported into AntConc software in order to generally ascertain the number of terms to be used for the analysis. The terms were identified using “Islam” and “Muslims” as keywords. Subsequently, articles gathered from the selected newspapers of both Nigeria and Malaysia were imported into AntConc separately, and each of the identified terms from the overall articles was used as search keyword to identify its frequency for comparison purpose. The researcher focuses on terms discussed in the previous literature as having used in the media. The following table depicts Islam-related terms identified in the articles of the selected newspapers.

Table 1. Islam-related terms in the selected newspapers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Frequency Nigerian newspapers</th>
<th>Malaysian newspapers</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Islamist militant</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Radical Islam</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Islamist attack</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Suspected Islamist</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Islamist gunmen</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Islamic terrorism</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Muslim rebel</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Radical Islamists</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Islamist extremists</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Rival Muslims</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Moderate Islam</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Militant Islam</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Islamist fighters</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Islamic violence</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Islamist militancy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Islamist terror</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Islamist threat</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Militant Islamists</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Islamists killing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Islamist terrorists</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Islamic extremism</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Islamist insurgent</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Islamist violence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Violent Islam</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 indicates that 260 different Islam-related terms appeared in the selected newspapers. But Malaysian newspapers used more (200) of these terms than Nigerian newspapers, which used only 60. However, the most frequently used Islam-related term in the selected newspapers is “Islamist militants” which appeared 60 times, followed by “radical Islam” and “Islamist attacks”, which came second and third respectively. The most frequently used term, Islamist militants, appeared 53 times in Malaysian newspapers against 7 times in Nigerian newspapers. Again, the terms “radical Islam” and “Islamist attacks” appeared 15 and 16 times in Malaysian newspapers against 3 and 2 times in Nigerian newspapers respectively. This indicates that Malaysian newspapers have the highest frequency of the most frequently used Islam-related term compared to Nigerian newspapers.

Of the rest, 9 Islam-related terms appeared only in Nigerian newspapers. In contrast, 24 appeared only in Malaysian newspapers. This clearly shows that Malaysian newspapers used more varieties of Islam-related terms than Nigerian newspapers. Islam advocates peace, tolerance and non-violence, but when the media attach an adjective to it like “militant” or “radical” as having the highest frequency in the selected newspapers, it might be difficult for many non-Muslims to distinguish between the noun and the adjective. Kukah (2011) asserted that “identities began to be narrowed and religion became the basis of identity”. This view suggests that religion is becoming the basis of identity, instead of nationality, which will perhaps perpetuate fear particularly of Islam in this regard. By doing so, the media create a particular way for people to think about Islam, as claimed by Agenda Setting theory.

The newspapers described terrorists using several Islam-related words instead of mentioning the groups’ names, for example IS, Al-Shabab, Al-Qaida. They focus mainly on terms such as “Muslim terrorists”, “Islamist militants” and “Islamist fighters”. Thompson (2013) asserted that using terms such as “Muslim Terrorist” without mentioning the terrorist group’s name might imply negative depiction of Islam. The following figure shows the context in which the most frequently used term appeared in all the selected newspapers.
Figure 1 demonstrates that “Islamist militant” appeared 60 times in the overall articles published by Nigerian and Malaysian newspapers. It can be observed from the figure that the term is used mostly in negative context. In this regard, some studies (Allen, 2001; Haque, 2012) demonstrated that inappropriate use of terms such as extremist, fundamentalist, fanatic and terrorist to describe Islam is prevalent in newspaper reports. It was found that the newspapers have changed the meaning of several words through using them to construct Muslims, for example, the words *jihad* and Islam. Similarly, Moore et al. (2008) found that the most common nouns used in relation to Muslims were terrorist, extremist, Islamist, suicide bomber and militant while the most common adjectives used were radical, fundamentalists, extremists, and militant. Schneider (2011) argued that the typical Muslim’s belief in a “moderate Islam” assigns the “usual Islam” the quality of being non-moderate. It is therefore argued that news is usually framed using terminology.

It should be noted that newspapers use a variety of Islam-related terms in different ways, depending on their choice of words or intention of usage. For instance, Thompson (2013) found that the most common nouns in Britain print media are “terrorist” with 22 percent of the total amount and “extremist” with 18 percent of the total amount, and that these nouns have negative connotations. Thompson found 287 varying examples of adjectives in conjunction with Islam or Muslims, such as “militant Muslim” or “extremist Islam”. There were few instances of more positive adjectives, and the most common adjectives were “radical” and “fanatic” with negative connotations. As can be seen from Table 1, the newspapers favor different terms, and in some cases use the same terms coincidentally. For instance, the terms “Islamist militant”, “radical Islam” and “Islamist attack” are mostly used more in Malaysian newspapers than in Nigerian newspapers.

### 3.1 Alternatives to Islam-Related Terms

The findings reported in this study comparatively examined the use of terminology in selected Nigerian and Malaysian newspapers. It was evident that the newspapers used a variety of Islam-related terms to report Islam, and most of these terms were used in negative context. Instead of mentioning the insurgent groups with their names, for example IS, Al-Shabab, Al-Qaida without ascribing them to Islam, the newspapers focus mainly on terms such as “Muslim terrorists”, “Islamist militants and Islamist fighters”. It was found that the most frequently used Islam-related terms in the selected newspapers are “Islamist militants”, “radical Islam”, and “Islamist attacks”. The following table presents some suggested alternatives to the terms used in reporting Islam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Alternative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Islamic Terrorism</td>
<td>Terrorism, terrorist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jihad, Jihadist</td>
<td>Violence, Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamist, Islamism</td>
<td>Name of the group whenever possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As depicted in Table 2, “terrorism” should be an alternative to “Islamic terrorism”. This is because the term “Islamic terrorism” suggests that terrorism can be Islamic in nature, meaning, the Islamic beliefs can be consistent with that of terrorism. Also the word “jihad” should not be synonymous with violence because in Islam, it refers to struggle to move closer to God or to adopt Islam’s complete way of life. It is a primarily
non-violent, positive and individual act by a devoted Muslim (Wariboko (2015). Thus, “violence” or “terrorism” should be an alternative to “jihad”. Meanwhile, “Islamist” or “Islamism” should be replaced with group’s name whenever possible, for example “al Shabab Islamist militants” should be “al Shabab militants” as in the case of second instance from Figure 1. The word “Islamist” is frequently used by the media to describe Islamic extremist or terrorist acting in the name of Islam (Search for Common Ground, 2016). If journalists find it necessary to use such terms, they must make an effort to understand their proper definitions and use them appropriately. Journalists should also explain that words such as “fundamentalist” and “extremist” are not unique to Islam (Ameli et al., 2007).
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